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M A T E M A T I C K Ý Č A S O P I S 
R O Č N Í K 24 1974 Č Í S L O 4 
PRODUCTS OF VECTOR MEASURES 
CHARLES SWARTZ 
1. Introduction 
] I [4], [5] and [8] M. D u c h o n and I. K l u v a n e k have discussed the notion 
of tl e product of two vector measures where the product in each cise is 
tc kei to be the tensor product. In [9] and [25] the product of vector measures 
is also considered but in these papers the product is taken to be the inner 
p/oduet in a Hilbert space; a somewhat similar situation is considered in [28]. 
A notion of the product of operator-valued measures is considered in [15] 
an 1 [19]. In this paper we consider a general notion of the product of two 
\ t >r measures and attempt to give conditions which wrill furnish posithe 
K S ilth of the nature of those given by D u c h o n and K l u v a n e k in [8] for 
the '-tensor product. 
Let Xi, X2 and Z be locally convex Hausdorff spaces and let b : X\ x X2 --> 
> Z be a separately continuous bilinear map . (The bilinearity assumption 
is made for convenience; b could also be taken to be sesquilinear, [9], [25].) 
Let Si, S2 be non-void sets and let E\ and E2 (s/\ and s/2) be G-algebras 
(alutbias) of subsets of Si and S2 respectively. For any family 2, of subsets 
of a non-void set, let a a(%) denote the algebra generated by X and let G(2) 
denote the cr-algebra generated by X 
If fii : s/i -> Xi (or fii : Et -> Xi) is a finitely additive set function, tho 
product, fii x //2, of fii and p2 (with respect to b) is defined on s/\ X s/2 
(or Xi x E2) by fn x /L2(^L X A2) - b(ff)(Ai), tu2(A2)), At es/t (or At <=- Zt). 
If II ea(s/i / s/2) (or a(Ei x E2)), then H ( J A, X Bt where {At x Bt} 
i 1 
are pairwdse disjoint with Aj e- s/i and Bt e s/2 (or At e Ei and Bt e E2) 
([1(3], 33. E), and wre may extend //1 X fi2 to a(s/i X s/2) by setting //1 x 
> u2(H) 2 b([n(Ai), fi2(Bi)). Then //1 x ft2 is a finitely additive Z-valued 
set function on a(s/i X s/2) (or a(Ei x E2))-
The various types of products of vector measures treated in the literature 
2 SI) 
fit in to the abs t r ac t se tup above . F o r example , in [8] Z X\ % A% uid 
t h e bil inear m a p is t h a t given b y the tensor p roduc t while in [4] Z is X\ x .7 X2 
In (9] and [25], A"i X2 II, A\here II is a Hi lber t space, Z is t h e scalar 
field, an the m a p b is t a k e n t o be t h e inner p roduc t on II II (if II is complex . 
b is of course scsquilinear r a t h e r t h a n bilinear, b u t th i s a n n o y a n c e causes 
n o real difficulties). AJso in [19], 1 . K l u v a n e k and AL K o v a r i k o v a con 
skier t h e p roduc t of spectral measu re s : in [19] X is a F>-space a n d X\ X 
— Z B(X). where B(X) denotes t he i i -space of bounded l inear opera tors 
on X, and b(T, S) TS is t h e composi t ion of T and S. A similar p roduc t 
is uti l ized in [15]. 
A t th is po in t the re are several n a t u r a l quest ions which arise relative o 
//i A //2 • Vor example , if//?• : Xt -> Xl is countab ly addi t ive , is //] > //2 count 
ably add i t ive on a(X\ X X2) a n d if th is is t h e case, does //i X //2 h a v e a count 
ably add i t ive extension t o o(Xi X X2)
7. The examples presented in [9] and 
[25] show t h a t even in t h e case when A \ — A"2 II, a Hilbert space, and b 
is t h e inner p roduc t , //i X f(2 will n o t in general be coun tab ly adcli th e o i 
a(X\ < X2). A similar p h e n o m e n a occurs when Z X\ " ^ X2 ([18]). On 
t h e o ther hand , when Z - X\ (g,e X2. //] x //2 will a lways have a count a b \ 
add i t ive extens ion t o a(E\ X X2), [8]. I t should also be po in ted out t h a t if 
c i ther u\ or ii2 has bounded var ia t ion , t h e n [i\ X //2 a lways has a coun tab \ 
add i t ive extens ion to a(X\ X X2) regardless of the n a t u r e of b, [5]. W
7e con>idei 
t h e ques t ion of t h e countable add i t iv i ty of /u\ X f(2 in section 2 and present 
some fairly general assumpt ions which gua ran tee countable add i t iv i ty on 
a(X\ Xo) a n d t h e existence of a countably7 addi t ive extension t o a(X\ X 12) 
I n section 3 we consider t he case where each //2- : sJi —^ X{ is s t rongly bounded 
([2]) and give condit ions t h a t insure t h a t //i tu2 is s t rongjv 
bounded . I n section 4 we consider t h e quest ion of regularity" of t h e p roduc t 
of two regular vector measures . F inal ly in the concluding section 5 we s»i\ e 
some indica t ion of t he necessity of t h e assumpt ions m a d e in t h e precedii <j; 
th ree sections. 
Before proceeding to the mate r i a l concerning p roduc t s of vector measure^, 
we present a l e m m a concerning scalar measures which will be needed la ter 
Two p a r t s of th is l emma appea r in [8], b u t we give ent irely different proofs 
here which presen t (hopefully) in teres t ing appl icat ions of t h e Dunfo rd -Pe t t i s 
p rope r ty ([14]; [11], 9.4). I n t h e l emma a n d t h r o u g h o u t t he r ema inde r of 
t hepape r . we use the no ta t ion a n d terminology7 of [10]. 
L e m m a 1. 
(a) If I\ ^ ca(Xi) is conditionally ^veakly compact (i I, 2), then I\ X T2 
= {/n X //2 : Hi E Ti} is conditionally weakly compact in ca(a(E\ x X2)). 
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(b) If Li ^ ha(s/i) is conditionally weakly compact (,» - 1, 2), then Fi X F2 
is conditionally weakly compact in ba(a(s/i X .r/2)). 
(c) L(t }.i be a positive finite yrnasnre on 2Jt (i = 1, 2). If Fi c= IA(^) is condi-
tionally weakly compact, then 1\ ® F2 is conditionally weakly compact in L1(/i X 
/*), u'hoc if fi G Ufa), /1 ® f2 : £1 X #2 -+ R is given by (s, t) -+fi(s)f2(t). 
(d) / / / i _== cO(wi) Ls vniformly absolutely continvous w>th respect to the positive 
measure }.i c ca(Ei), then I\ X I\ -== ca((7(Z\ X i^)) ^ uniformly absolutely 
continuous with respect to M X /V 
Pi oof: For (a), note the bilinear map (//1,//2)->/li X fii from ca(<Ti) x 
(r/(.r2)-> ca(o(l\ X Z2)) is continuous since v({n X ^2) ($1 X *S) 
v(//i) (Si) v(//2) (S2) ([10], I I I . 1 .11). The result now follows from [14], Pro 
position 1.2.2 or [11], 9.4.3 (c) \nd the Similian—Eberlein Theorem ([10], 
V. 0A) since ca(Hi) has the Dunford — Pettis property ([14], 1.4 or [11], 9.4.6 
Condition (b) can be established exactly as part (a) above (recalling IV. 
9.H of [10]) once the continuity of the bilinear map (tui, //2) -> /n X //2 is 
established. Theorem I I I . 11.11 of |10] cannot be used directly here since 
the set functions involved are only finitely additive (the proof of this result 
n 
in [10] uses the Radon—Nikodym Theorem). Suppose E [J At x />* 
/ 1 
belongs to a(.c/i x s/2) with the union disjoint and also {A;}" pairwise disjoint. 
Then / ( 1 X ,,2(EY < r(/<2) (S2)f\M^i)\ < »(/«t) (&) vi/*2) (&). By [10], I I I . 
i 1 
1.5, r(//i X //2) (Si X #2) ^ 4-v(/.ii) (Si) v(fJ2) (S2) which implies tha t the bi-
linear map above is continuous. 
Part (c) is established exactly as part (a) using the fact that Lx(Xi) has 
tlie Dunford—Pettis property ([11], 9.4.4). 
, (<!/« ) 
For (d), let F :// e / ( c L^(h). By [10], IV. 8.11, F[ is condi-
i d^ J 
tionally weakly compact in LY(}.i). By (c), F[ ® / ^ is conditionally weakly 
compact in L1^ X A2). The result now follows from [10], IV. 8.11 and [17], 
21.29. 
R e m a r k 2. In [8], part (c) is established first and then (a) follows as a co-
rollary. The result in (c) is also an easy consequence of part (a) and Theorem 
IV. 9.2 of [10]. Part (b) does not appear in [8], and the proof of part (a) pre-
sented in [8] cannot be adapted to derive (b) since the countable additivity 
of the measures in question is ^lsed at several points. I t may be possible to 
derive (b) from (a) by using a ,,Stonespace techniq^le", [10], IV. 9.10. 
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2. Countable Additivity 
In this section we consider the question of countable additivity for the 
product //i X //2 of two vector measures. The basic assumption made on 
the map b is essentially that it be an integral-type bilinear map . This appears 
to be the difference between the results for the inductive and projective tensor 
product as given in [8] and [4], Recall a scalarvalued bilinear map / on X\ 
N2 is an integral map iff there exist weak*-closed equicontinuoiis sub^ ts 
A; <= X\ and a regular probability measure m on the Borel s( ts of A A_ 
(equi]>ped with the weak* topologies) such that 
(!) f(x,y) SA^A* X'^ W,y>&MJ,yf) 
(see [29], §49 and [27], §7 and 16 for the properties of intcural maps). The 
space of all scalar-valued integral maps on Ni X X_ is denoted by J(X\, N2 ; 
J ( N i , N2) is the dual of A\ ® £ X 2 ([29], §49 and [27], §7). Throughout thi-
paper we consider the following Lwo fundamental assumptions on the bi-
linear map b : Xi x X_ -> Z: 
(a) z'b is an integral bilinear form for each z' r Z' 
(P) for each equicontinuous subset D rz Z', [z'b : z' D'} is an equicorti-
nuous subset of J(Ni,N2) (considered as the dual of Ni ®fc V2). 
Of course, when Z is the scalar field, (a) and (j3) are equivalent. Examples 
are presented following Theorem 3 illustrating circumstances when (x) and (>) 
are valid 
Theorem 3. Let /if : 1\ -^ Xt be count ably additive (i 1, 2). 
(a) If condition (a) is satisfied, then //i //2 is weakly count ably additive on 
a(l\ x 272). 
(b) If condition (ft) is satisfied, then yi ^y_iscountably additive on a(X\ ^ li) 
and has a countably additivp extension from G(l\ x X_) to Z, the completion 
of Z. 
Proof : Let z e Z and II — \J Ef < I\ t a(l\ A X2) with the union 
* I 
disjoint and Et eZi, F, el2. Since z'b is integral, there exist weak*-closed 
equicontinuous subsets At _z\ X[ and a regular probability measure m( /th ) 
on Ax X A2 such that z'b(v, y) = \ u ^ v , .r y
f, y dm(x', y') for x Xi, 
y e N2- Hence, 
/. 
(2) (z',ui N //2(//)> ^ J A ^ . i , x'.a^E,) y',u2(Fi) dm(x\y') ^ 
^ $Ai A* 2 r(l " 0 (EO r<» f/2) (Ft) dm(x\ y') < 
.92 
< /A i Hx' /'-) X v(ij'u2) (H) drr (x', y
1) ^ 
< sup v(x'fn) X v(y'f(2) (H)mz>(Ai X A2). 
Now Kx'f<i : v' EAI} and {y'/i2 : y' e A2) are conditionally weakly compact 
in ca(Ii) and ca(E2) ([30], Corolliry of Theorem 2) so {v(x'fn) : x' G AI) A 
and {v(y'f(2) : y' E A2} F2 are also conditionally weakly compact ([10], 
1\ . S.10). By Lemma 1,1\ x F2 s conditionally iveakly compact in ca(a(E] x 
X X2)), and therefore I\ x A is uniformly countably additive ([10], IV 
0.1). If [7/w] is a sequence in a(..Ti X E2) which decreases to 0, then (2) implies 
z , i(i x f(2(IIn)} > 0 so that \c ' , //1 X fi2(.)y is countably additive on a(X\ X 
/v .r2). Hence //1 X //2 is weakly countably additive on a(Ei X E2) and (a) 
follows. 
To establish (b), let p be a conthruous semi-norm on Z. Set U — {z e Z 
p(z) < 1] and let U be the polar of U in Z'. Since U° is equicontinuous, 
(z'b : z' e U } is equicontinuous in J(Xi,X2) so there exist weak'"-closed 
equicontinuous sets At <= K- and a bounded family of positive regular measures 
()NZ : z G U } on ^4i x A2 such that z'b(x,y) Jj l XA2 <X'
 x> <2/'> 2/ c^m2' 
(.r , // ) for x G Xi, y F X2 ([29], p. 502 and [27], remark following 7.11). The 
estimate in equation (2) becomes z', //1 X //2(77)> ^ 21 sup v(x'/ti) X 
( . r ' , / / ' ) e A i A 2 
X v(y'f(2) (II), where 21 is the b3iind for {niz> : z' E U } and z' e U . Hence 
(3) T»(//i X f(2(H)) ^ 21 sup v(x'fn) y v(y\a2) (II) 
for 7/ G r/(A x X2). Now as in the first part of the proof Ft {v(x'/ni) : x' G At} 
is conditionally weakly compact so there exists a positive measure M G ca(Ei) 
such that F( is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to li ([10], IV. 
9.2). By Lemma ] , 7 \ x 7̂ 2 is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect 
to /1 X / 2 G ca(a(Ei \ X2)). Thus, equation (3) and Corollary 1 of [3] imply 
that //1 X /!2 has a countably aclchtive extension from a(Z\ X E2) to Z, and (b) 
is established. 
R e m a r k 4. Note equation (2) y'elcls Axiom A of D u c h o n ([7]), and equation 
(3) is similar to condition (B) of [19]. In part (a) it can also be asserted that 
//1 x //2 has a unique extension from a(Zi X X2) to Z" which is countably 
additive with respect to the topology a(Z",Z') (see [21] and also [7], Th. 1). 
In part (b) if Z is sequentially complete, the extension of//1 X //2 will actually 
have values in Z (see [3]). 
Note also the equality in (1) is not actually required but only the inequality 
f(x, y) ^ |A,xj2 \(x', ^> y\ ;y>| *hn(x', y'); such bilinear maps could be consi-
dered to be the bilinear analogue of the quasi-integral operators of [23]. 
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We now present some examples illustrating conditions under which t\\ 
assumptions (7) and (/?) hold. 
E x a m p l e 5. Take Z = X± ®e X2. Then condition ((]) is clearly satiated 
so part (b) of Theorem 3 holds. This gives the result of M. D u c h o n and 
L. K l u v a n e k ([8], Theorem) concerning the existence of a countably addit ve 
extension of //1 y /l2 from G(E\ y E2) into Z. 
E x a m p l e 6. Let Z be sequentially complete. Suppose A,- c= Xt is w e a k -
closed and equicontinuous and let m be a Z-valued regular countably idd i the 
vector measure defined on the Borel sets of J i X Ao. Define b : Xi X-> *Z 
by b(x, y) — \\\{\A2 z', x) y', y} dm(x', ?/'), where the integral is taken in 
the sense of 120]. (Note the integral exists by Theorem 2.2 of [20].) That 
condition (/?) is satisfied follows from Tweddle [30] and the characterization 
of the equicontinuous subsets of J(X±, X2) noted in the proof of Theorem 3 b . 
Bilinear maps of this type furnish a vector generalization of the integral 
bilinear forms of Grothenclieck. 
E x a m p l e 7. Let Z be sequentially complete. A special subclass of the 
maps in Example 6 is given as follows. Let {t/c} el1, {e[} and {f[.} be ec ui-
continuous sequences in X[ and X'2 respectively, and {zjc} be a bounded s t 
in Z. Let b : Xi y X2 ^Z be given by b(r. y) V tk e[., x f[, y z,. Such 
A-
bilinear maps furnish a vector generalization of nuclear bilinear forms ([24 
7.4). 
3. Strong Boundedness 
In this section we discuss the strong boundedness of the product of two 
strongly bounded vector-valued set functions. Recall that if -V is an algebra 
of sets and if // : sf -> Z is finitely additive, then fi is strongly bounded if 
for each continuous semi-norm p on Z there is a posith e finitely additive set 
function 1 on sJ such that lim p(y(A)) 0 (this is the locally convex inne 
ralization of the notion of strong boundedness as discussed for J>-spaces b\ 
Brooks, [2]; see also [3], Theorem 1). The methods and results of this section 
are quite similar to those of section 2 so we only outline the proofs 
Theorem 8. Let yi : s/\-> X% be strongly bounded (i \, 2). If condition (p) 
is satisfied, then /a X /?2 is strongly bounded on r/(.^/j X -rA). 
P r o o f : Let p be a continuous semi-norm on Z and set U [z : p(z) P 
Then 1° is equicontinuous and with the notion as in the proof of part \h) 
of Theorem 3 we obtain the inequality in (3). Since /!/ is strongly bounded 
there exists a positive /.[ e ba(sjt) (depending on A[) such that lim x'u-((B) 
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-_ 0 uniformly for x' e At ([29], Prop. 3G.1). As in Theorem 3, F* {v(x'[<i) : 
x' c At) is conditionally- weakly compact in ba(s/%) ([10], IV. 9.12) and by 
Lemma 1, Fi x F2 is conditionally weakly compact in ba(a(s/\ X s/o)). 
By IV. 9.12 of [10], there exists a positive v eba(a(s/x x s/o)) such that 
lim v(x'fti) X v(y'p2) (H) 0 miformly for x' eAi. y' eA2. Thus equation 
i (H - 0 
(3), which still holds in this situation, implies that //i X //2 is strongly- bounded 
on a(s/i X s/2). 
The examples presented following Theorem 3 are likewise applicable to 
the situation in Theorem 8. In particular, Example 5 shows that Theorem 8 
is applicable to the e-product of two strongly bounded set functions. 
4. Regularity 
In this section we consider the regularity of the product of two regular 
vector measures. Because of the many and varied notions of regularity- (see, 
for example, [3]), we will not attempt to discuss all of the possible types of 
regularity in detail or even consider the difficulties which arise between 
using Baire and Borel sets ([1], Lemma 57.2 and Exercise 57.16). We consider 
two different situations in Theorems 9 and 11: after seeing the basic ideas 
employed the reader can supply the details pertaining to the various types 
of regularity, etc. 
Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let s/ be a ring of subsets 
of S. A finitely additive set function /i : s/ -> Z is regular if for each A e s/ 
and each neighborhood of zero in Z, U, there exist a compact K e s/, K c= A, 
and an open Ges/, G =2 A, such that whenever D e s/ and D c= G K, 
it(D) e U. (This is regularity^ of type Jii in [3]; see also [22].) 
In order to avoid rephrasing the previous material for rings and O-rings, 
we assume that each St is G-compact (|10], X L 3). Let £8% denote either the 
a algebra of Baire sets or Borel sets of St. Again the methods employed in 
this section are similar to those used in Theorem 3 so we do not write out 
complete details. 
Theorem 9. Let //*• : J)i -> X( he regular. If condition (fi) is satisfied, then 
ui ify is regular on a(£8i X £8i) and has a regular extension to a(/)i x >J#2)-
Proof : Let U be a closed absolutely convex neighborhood of 0 in Z and 
let p be the Minkowski functional of [T. With notation as in the proof of 
Theorem 3(b), we again obtain equation (3). Now each /^ is regular so there 
exists a positive regular measure 1% e rca(£8%) such that Ft — {v(x'/ii) : x' e At} 
is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to X% ([22]). By Lemma 1, 
I\ X F2 is uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to h X /2, and 
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/ i < hi is regular on G(J&I J)Z) (L1 ], Theorems 50.3, 00.1 and Exercise 02.10 
Thus, equation (3) implies /ii /i? is regular on a(.Ji X 88 <£) and also tl it 
/(i n2 has a regular extension to o(.Ji < Jti<i) ([22], Theorem 3). 
R e m a r k 10. In particular, Theorem 9 contains Theorem 1 of [6], and the 
technique used in the proof of Theorem 3 of [6] can be used to show th it 
if each /i is a regular Borel measure, then /ii x /ti can be extended to a ie_ul u 
Borel measure on &i x & . 
If the weak topology on a locally convex space Z is used and a \ e tor 
measure u with values in Z is regular with respect to the weak topolo_i\ . 
we say that /i is weakly regular. Using the methods of part (a) of Theoiei I H 
we can obtain 
Theorem. 11. Let /if : J$t -> Xi be weakly regulcn. If condition (oc) is sat'sf d 
then /ii x //2 is iceakly regular on a(.Jfii X J8<L). 
Proof : As in the proof of part (a) of Theorem 3, we obtain equation 2 
and as above this equation yields the desired conclusion. 
5. Necessity 
In this concluding section we make son e remarks peitaming to the neces^it\ 
of the assumptions ((oc) and (/?)) made in the previous theoiems. Taking into 
consideration the counter-examples presented in [9] and [25], it is ce i tnnh 
desirable that some necessary conditions for the existence of product nu MIIC^ 
be cjiven. We consider the Hilbert space situation as in [9] and [25] Lef If 
be a real Hilbert space and A : H -> II be a bounded linear operator. Define 
a bilinear map b on H X H by b(x, y) (x, Ay), where (,) is the iniiei pio 
duct on II. According to Theorem 3 if b is an integral form, the product of 
any two H-valued vector measures has a countably additive extensio l to 
the G-algebra generated by the measurable rectangles. Recall that b î  an 
integral form iff the operator A is a nuclear operator ([29], 49.0). These rem- iks 
lead to the following conjecture: 
C o n j e c t u r e 12. Suppose b has the property that the product of any two 
H-valued vector measures has a countably additive extension to the cr-aLebra 
generated by the measurable rectangles (as in the conclusion of Theorem 3 b)) 
Then A is a nuclear operator. 
We have not been successful in establishing this conjecture. We do ho\\e\ei 
present an example which illustrates that the operator A must indeed satisfy 
some restrictive conditions if b satisfies the condition set forth in Conjecture 1 2 
Let A : I1 -> l2 be a compact operator with spectral representation A r 
= ^h-(x,dk)dk, where [?.k}ec0, h ^ Xk^ , and ok {ok,j}f x e I
2 ( \2\ 
k 
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Let A-i be the matrix 
19.3; [29], 4S: the sequence {d)C} is used only for comvencience, any complete 
oithonormal sequence will do). To show that A is nuclear amounts to showing 
that {Ah} G I1 ([12], 21.2; [29], 48). We have not been successful in establishing 
tl is fact (which would essentially prove the conjectare for compact opera-
tors), but we do show that {/U] e lp for every p > 2 whenever b satisfies 
the conditions of the conjecture. This at least shows that the operator 4̂ 
must satisfy some fairly stringent conditions if the condition of the conjecture 
is satisfied ([24], 8.3). 
and for each n > 1, let An be the 2
U A 2n 
matrix An [A^], where An = An = A22 = — A2i = An_\. Le t B the 
unitary operator on I2 defined to be the direct sum of {2~n 2Al(}™ as in [J 3], 
and let [btj] be the matrix of B with respect to {dj}. 
For 11 ^ 1, define xn — {al}J}] ; e I
2 by anj — 0 for 0 ^ j ^ 2(2
W~- — 1), 
a j 1 for 2" — 1 ^ j < 2(2» — 1), and anj -= 0 for j > 2(2" — 1). For 
1 <̂  ) < oc define a sequence {t3} (depending on r) belonging to I
2 by {tj} 
^ 2 >»2xn. (Note IHj]
2 — Z(2/2ry <r oc.) The series E tjdj and I tjBd, 
are unconditionally convergent in I2 so we may define two l2-valued measures 
// and v on the G-algebra J ' o f all subsets of the positive integers by /ti({n}) 
tnBbn and v({n}) — tndn. If the product measure /u X v (with respect to b) 
has a (finite) countably add i the extension to the cr-algebra generated by 
A X - L , t h e n V (fi{n})} Av({m})) =^ A.mtmtn(Bdn,dm) = 2 hntmtnbn,n < 
11.in ii.n/ 11,m 
-r -j 1 - 2 co 
^ . However £ hiU,tnbnm\ == £ 2«o - '> £ ^ > £ 1^ •
 2 " ( 3 2 "• F o r 
/ / J / i /̂  1 j -n-1 II J 
1 <-/ < 3 2, Ave have 1/(3/2 — r) > I (recall r > 1 so {l;} e Z2) which 
oo co 
implies V 2" /.„ . -(3 2-') < oo. Hence V ^ | J (3'2 r) < °° ([26L 3.27). 
That is, {A,} belongs to ZK3 2-D for 1 < r < 3/2. But 1/(3/2 — r ) - ^ 2 as 
r -> 1 so that (A;} e Z-9 for each p > 2. 
This example falls far short of establishing the conjecture (even for compact 
operators), but even this example does show that the operator A must satisfy 
some restrictions in order to fulfill the hypothesis of the conjecture ([24], 
S.3). If the conjecture can be established as stated, this would show that 
the theorems of sections 2, 3 and 4 are essentially the best general results 
that can be expected. 
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